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Sometimes here with us,

ALWAYS PART
OF THE BODY

We are always part of the body of Christ (1 corinthians 12:12,27), wherever we are, whatever day
of the week it is. There are members of our Transfiguration family who aren’t sitting in a pew here
every Sunday. I asked some of them about that.
Describe your connection with Transfiguration.
Giselle: I found the Church of the
Transfiguration in the spring of 2007 when I
was searching for a local church where I could
get married. Since then I have come to think
of the Church of the Transfiguration as a vital
part of my and my family’s spiritual journey,
from reading the lessons on a Sunday, to being on the Advisory Board and then eventually being elected People’s Warden.
Tanja: I’ve attended Transfiguration since I
was a baby! My grandmother and mother attended here. I was baptized here, confirmed
here, and even married here last year! Transfig
was a constant when I was doing missions
overseas; they have supported my work at
Sanctuary and Out of the Cold. I’ve been
involved in many different aspects of youth,
synod, and as a warden. I feel like it’s an allencompassing connection!
Anders: I am married to Susan, the Office
Administrator. I also happen to be the
webmaster and graphic designer for the
church.

How do you stay connected with us when you
are not here?
Giselle: I often watch the sermons on
Youtube; I have several friends on Facebook; I

Giselle ClarkeTrenaman had
to move to North
Vancouver for work
this summer.
Her heart is still here at
111 Manor Road East.
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Tanja Futter
Swidersky lives on a
farm with Isaiah, and
many sheep. The tug
of Sanctuary and the
downtown streets are
always strong in her.

email; and most importantly I call to hear the
voices of my friends.
Tanja:
Through
my
relationships:
connecting with people for lunches, on the
phone or e-mail. Inviting people up to the
farm. Coming to In Vino Veritas. Attending
Advisory Board meetings. I do my best to stay
as connected as possible.
Anders: I get updates from time to time
from Susan, and also have the privilege of
hearing about things through the work I do
for the church.

‘Community at a distance’. Is such a thing
possible?
Giselle: Absolutely. Throughout the ages
there have been pen-pals that have known
more about people than sometimes their
physically close friends know. Today, with all
of the technology that we have at our disposal
there is no reason why we can’t stay in touch
and feel a part of something that we hold dear.
Every relationship - near or far - takes work
and I know that with a little effort I can be
a part of Transfig and the family that Jesus
found for me.
Anders: Sure; we do it all the time in the
rest of our lives, so why not also in church?
However, I think it works best and is easiest
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to maintain a connection that is already there.
It is harder to grow deeper together from afar.
It’s kind of similar to a long-distance relationship - fine for a while but not a long-term
solution.
In the long-term there is tremendous value
in being connected to your local church. But
that doesn’t mean that you have to give up
on your previous church community. It just
changes a bit.
Tanja: It’s hard. It was so much easier for
me to be with my community when I lived in
the community. Coming to an evening event
now takes more planning. I do think it’s just
important to be intentional about continuing to develop the relationships we have in
our community. Honestly, the fact that coffee
hour is much longer, and people stay to chat
after church, makes it a lot easier.
Anders Carlén was
born in Sweden. He
is entirely reconciled
to being married to
a Canadian because
he gets to watch the
Swedes playing in the
NHL every Saturday
night.
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Where can you be found on any given Sunday
when you are not here?
Anders: At the Bridge service at St. Paul’s
Bloor Street.
Giselle: I have been blessed to find a
place that reminds me of the Church of
Transfiguration. I now attend St. Agnes
here in North Vancouver, a small but strong
church built in 1921.
Tanja: On the farm, or sometimes at Isaiah’s
church up where we are. It depends, but
mostly I’ll try to connect to a place of worship
if I’m not at Transfig. It’s a core part of who I
am and how I identify myself. ✣

IN
VINO
VERITAS
–
Why is it worth coming?
For many of today’s Anglicans, the amount of scripture we are exposed to over
the course of an average month is, unfortunately, minimal. While many make
a practice of regularly reading the Bible, many - myself included – will admit
that the times we spend truly engaging are infrequent.
Fewer still are opportunities to truly dig into and examine the scriptures as a community. While I have been a part of many Bible studies,
discussion groups, and prayerful meetings over the course of my life as
an Anglican, I had not experienced anything quite like In Vino Veritas
before coming to Transfiguration in the summer of last year. For many,
a Bible study brings to mind a stuffy, lecture-style event, where the learnèd men and women of the cloth bestow their lengthy insights upon
those willing to listen. While this is not always the case, I have been to
more than one Bible study that felt more like a history lesson than an
engaging investigation of the Bible.
My experience with In Vino, however, has been quite different. This
informal gathering of inquiring minds feels more like a meeting of peers
than a classroom. The gatherings typically begin with a prelude to the
night’s discussion by Father David or Jeff accompanied, of course, by
wine and an assortment of cheeses and fruits. This is followed by the
reading of a passage of scripture taken from the lectionary, after which
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Extra Rehearsal

There will be an Advent &
Christmas Rehearsal on
Saturday, November 22nd,
from 10am-Noon.
Coffee, doughnuts and other
treats will be provided.

By Kieran Maddock

the first of a series of discussion questions are directed at the group.
Through these questions, Father David and Jeff often challenge the
group to put themselves in the stories and situations described in the
reading, to recall times and situations where they experienced similar
events or emotions, or to envision ways in which they might apply the
lessons and insights in their lives as individuals and as a community. By
creating small groups for the discussion, mixing members, and joining
in the discussions themselves, Jeff and Father David ensure that the
evening’s discussions are both challenging and engaging. Finishing up
the evening with an open question period, Father David and Jeff invite
any and all questions - on the evening’s discussion, or on topics as
foundational as “What is your job, exactly?”
While the titular Vino might be
credited for the more relaxed, informal atmosphere, I believe that
Father David and Jeff do a wonderful job of creating a casual, welcoming space for all who attend.
All of this is to say that I hope to
see you there on a future Tuesday
as we find In Vino Vertias. ✣
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As a recent transplant to Toronto from New York City, I was looking for a church
for my family to join. The closest Anglican church to our new home is Church of
the Transfiguration, so I was eager to give it a try.
On our first Sunday in attendance this past August, I brought along
my four-year-old daughter. When we arrived, we were greeted by
many smiling faces, enjoyed the service and were even given a loaf
of the challah bread we use for communion to take home. We knew
this would be a great place to worship and to make our new church
home. On our way out, I grabbed a copy of the Transcript as I was
curious learn more about what the church was up to. I was delighted
to find that the “Little Lambs” drop-in program was going to begin in
October on Friday afternoons. Being in a new city and the full-time
caregiver to one-year-old twins, I was searching for ways to entertain
them during the day and for me to connect with my new community.
What I found at Little Lambs was a wonderful extension of the same hospitality my daughter and I
experienced on our first Sunday at Church of the
Transfiguration. Warm welcomes, fun activities
for children and yummy snacks for adults and
children. The space is home to a nursery school
in the mornings, so it is a large, bright area,
perfect for letting little ones roam and explore.

Margaret Schotte and Heather Hanson,
with Juliet, Corinna and Spencer

Joyful live music, extra volunteers happy to hold a baby, homemade
playdough (which is even edible in case an infant decides to take
a nibble); Little Lambs takes great care to make the activities and
space child-friendly and worry-free for parents. I’ve had a chance
to chat with long-time parishioners who graciously volunteer
because they love children and enjoy helping when they can. I’ve
also met other families who are new to the neighbourhood who do
not attend the church, but are grateful to find a cozy haven for an
afternoon. The doors are open wide to all.
I am so grateful for all the hard work and care that the organizers,
particularly Kristen Hamilton and Jeff Potter, put into making
Little Lambs such a wonderful space. I am thrilled to have a warm,
fun place to bring my twins Friday afternoons, especially as the
weather gets colder. But even more, I am thankful that the church
is living out the Word in action by seeking to build community
for children and caregivers in our neighborhood. This truly fulfills
our call to “love our neighbors as ourselves,” even the littlest lambs
among us. ✣
by Heather Hanson

Celebrating Christmas

at Church of the Transfiguration

Christmas Services

Carolling in the Community

Saturday, December 13th

Join us on Thursday, December 18th at 6:30pm
to go carolling in our neighbourhood.

4:00 pm

Blue Christmas Service

Wednesday, December 24th - Christmas Eve

4:00 pm
10:15 pm
10:30 pm

Children’s Christmas Service
Christmas Carols
Midnight Mass

Thursday, December 25th – Christmas Day

10:30 am

Holy Communiion

There might be snow; there will definitely be hot chocolate.

A Service of Lessons
and Carols for Christmas
Sunday, December 28th at 10:30 am
Christmas luncheon will follow.

